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Abstract.
The covid-19 pandemic is a recent health crisis worldwide. Stress in health workers
concerns their crucial role in providing health care in the referral hospital for Covid-19.
The stressors were sourced from work settings but also combined with a higher
risk of infecting others in daily interactions. One of the effective buffers for stress is
understanding emotions in oneself and others, formulated as emotional intelligence.
However, little to no evidence of emotional intelligence prevents stress among
health workers in health crisis settings. This study examined the association between
emotional intelligence and stress among health workers working in referral hospitals
for Covid-19. A quantitative design using simple random sampling to select six hospitals
participated in this study. Ninety-two health workers completed two questionnaires
between December 2021 and March 2022, including Schutte Emotional Intelligence
(SEIS) and Depression Anxiety Stress Scale 21 (DASS-21). A simple linear regression
analysis was applied, and the results showed no significant association of emotional
intelligence toward general stress levels among health workers in the referral hospital
for Covid-19. Health workers may have mediating or moderating socio-cognitive factors
to cope with stress in health crises, such as self-esteem, self-compassion, and social
support.
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1. BACKGROUND

Stress is an unavoidable condition where the burden felt by a person is not com-
mensurate with their ability to cope with the responsibility [1, 2]. Stress is a condition
that requires individuals to achieve a certain goal through various limitations that they
tend to suppress due to incompatibility in abilities with demands that must be met
[3]. Since 2006, the Indonesian National Nurses Association (PPNI) has explained
that as many as 50.9% of Indonesian nurses experience stress with symptoms of
dizziness and fatigue due to a disproportionate burden of responsibility [4]. Meanwhile,
in September 2020, researchers from the Master of Occupational Medicine Study
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Program, Faculty of Medicine, University of Indonesia (MKK FKUI) explained that as
many as 83% of health workers in Indonesia experienced burnout syndrome due to
heavy stress exposure during the pandemic. The stress experienced by health workers
is not new but has increased due to the demands of the pandemic. Various literature
has discussed the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on health workers, which shows an
increased prevalence of psychological impacts during the pandemic, especially acute
stress accompanied by depressive symptoms and other psychological problems [5, 6,
7]. Failure to manage stress levels among health workers may interfere with the quality
of health services and significantly affect their mental well-being in the long term [8],
probably stemming from the quick demand to adapt to extreme conditions of health
crises which require extra care and concentration preventing contamination between
themselves and their families or personal environment [9]. Increased stress on health
workers is a part that cannot be ignored, given their role as a vital part of the pandemic
response.

The sudden and large-scale health emergency Covid 19 has created a change in
structure and organization that threatens health workers’ personal lives. Health workers
are putting themselves at risk by mobilizing all health resources to provide care during
the health crisis of Covid-19 [5]. Excessive workload, fear of contagion in self and
the environment, feelings of pressure, lack of medicine, and isolation from family and
society have added to their mental challenges [6,10], responding to the risk of the
pandemic daily suggested as the stressor among nurses in Canada and Slovenia [11, 12].
Health emergencies such as Covid-19 present a sudden abundant number of patients
imbalanced with the capacity of health facilities and the number of health workers,
shifting the weight of care responsibilities to the health workers with additional shifts,
new placements and treatments with a high level of difficulty to learn within a short
time [13]. Consequently, the high intensity of stress in the working situation disrupts
the balance of work and personal life of health workers, including physical, mental,
and psychological well-being, potentially resulting in poorer quality of service [14]. In
addition, excessive workload, feelings of inadequate support, concerns about personal
and family health, uncertainty and social stigma in line with the intensity of the mental
forcing them to experience intense stress in and out of working situations [5]. The
disproportionate pandemic situations may impair physiological, cognitive, emotional
and behavioral responses due to uncertain threats for health workers.

Daily conflicting situations between personal and family health and giving adequate
care for a prolonged uncertain time added up to emotional turmoil in the form of
guilt, sadness, anger, and emotional exhaustion is a natural reaction as health workers,
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the primary responder to the Covid-19 pandemic [13]. Managing stressors is important
for health workers during a pandemic, especially to understand and digest emotions
that guide them in acting and channeling emotions appropriately amid responsibility
pressure. The individual ability to understand emotions is formulated as emotional
intelligence (EI) [15]. Emotional intelligence (EI) is an individual’s skill to understand
the emotions or feelings of self and others to guide thinking and acting effectively and
appropriately for themselves and the environment. Emotional intelligence is the ability to
monitor the feelings and emotions of self and others used to guide thinking and acting.
Individuals with emotional intelligence have achieved a form of positive mental health
due to being able to be aware of their feelings and others. They have become pens
for various positive and negative experiences, thus being able to define emotions and
channel them appropriately [16]. If individuals can identify, manage and utilize feelings
or emotions of themselves and the environment, they will tend to be able to understand
and control stress-causing factors [15].

Previous research showed the results of a negative correlation between emotional
intelligence and stress in nurses, explaining that demands in delivering care for patients
can be a stressor involving the emotional aspects of health workers [17]. The emotional
demand is multiplied during the pandemic to understand critical situations, frustrations,
and fears of themselves, patients, and families. Furthermore, emotional intelligence is
closely related to stress in individuals, such as managing emotions that can suppress
stress adaptively and appropriately [18]. Previous findings indivate the crucial role of
emotional intelligence of stress in health workers as an effort to reduce the rate of stress
levels by increasing resilience in facing pandemic conditions [19]. One of the effective
buffers for stress is understanding emotions in oneself and others, formulated as emo-
tional intelligence. However, little to no evidence of emotional intelligence prevents
stress among health workers in health crisis settings which introduce different level
of emergency, uncertainty, and unfamiliarity compared to normal situations. Therefore,
this study investigates the role of emotional intelligence in preventing stress among
health workers during the Covid-19 pandemic. We are testing the hypothesis of a
significant association between emotional intelligence and high-stress levels among
health workers during the COVID-19 pandemic.

2. RESEARCH METHODS
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2.1. Variables studied

Two variables examined in this study were emotional intelligence as a predictor variable
and stress as an outcome variable. The operationalization of emotional intelligence is
an individual’s skill in monitoring and understanding the emotions or feelings of self
and others to guide in thinking and acting accordingly. Meanwhile, stress is a burdened
condition of individuals that is not commensurate compared to their ability to cope,
causing feelings of pressure, anxiety and high tension.

2.2. Sampling Method

A simple random sampling was utilized to select samples from a list of referral hospitals
for Covid-19 in the Malang area. Six referral hospitals for Covid-19 were selected and
agreed to participate in this study.

2.3. Research Subject

The research subjects are all health workers, including doctors, nurses, midwives, and
pharmacists. As described in the following table, ninety-two health workers from six
hospitals participated in this study.

Table 1 indicated that most participants were female (85.9%), married (72.8%) and
worked as a nurse (94.6%). Only 9.9% of participants aged 43 – 49, while participants
aged 22 – 28 dominated with 41.3%. Doctors and midwives were at the same amount
of 2.2%, and those divorced were also 2.2%. Almost half of the participants worked in
the Covid-19 ward at some point during the pandemic.

2.4. Research Instruments

Data collection was carried out using two Likert scale questionnaires for each variable.
Firstly, the emotional intelligence variable was measured using the Schutte Emotional

Intelligence Scale (SEIS) [20] and adapted to the Indonesian population. The SEIS
measured three aspects based on the original model of stress [16], considered the
most related and able to show individual emotional intelligence [20]. The Likert scale
provided four choices: very appropriate [4] and very inappropriate [1]. The Cronbach’s
alpha is 0.90. Secondly, the Depression Anxiety Stress Scale-21 (DASS-21) was first
developed [21] and later adapted to measure the level of depression, anxiety and stress
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Table 1: Sample Demography.

Demography Frequency Percentage

Gender

Male 13 14.1%

Female 79 85.9%

Age

22 – 28 38 41.3%

29 – 35 27 29.2%

36 – 42 18 19.6%

43 – 49 9 9.9%

Marital Status

Not Married 23 23.9%

Married 53 72.8%

Divorced 2 2.2%

Widowed 1 1.1%

Profession

Doctor 2 2.2%

Midwife 2 2.2%

Nurse 87 94.6%

Pharmacist 1 1 %

Work Shift in the Covid-19 Ward

Yes 42 45.7%

No 50 54.3%

in Indonesia [22]. DASS-21 used in this study measured general stress response due
to the combination of stressors between work, social, personal and family settings and
is commonly used with good psychometric attributes in the Indonesian population [22,
23]. DASS-21 was used for its excellent psychometric attributes in Indonesian context
despite not specifically measured work stress in health workers. Stressor related to
pandemic wa also not only sourced from the work settings for the health workers, but
also sourced from outside working environment. We collected data from three subscales
of depression, anxiety, and stress, but only used stress subscale for this study.

2.5. Research design

A quantitative non-experimental design allowed us to cope with the limitation of high
infection rates and work demand among hospital health workers. Many phases of this
study were carried out online to conform with health measures requested by hospitals
participating, including the information session and data collection stage.
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2.6. Data Collection

This study was part of a research project examining personal and social factors deter-
mining mental health outcomes among health workers during the Covid-19 pandemic
and conformed to the Helsinki Declaration. Before the data collection commences,
representatives from the Department of Human Resources and Training from selected
hospitals attended an online information session to understand the study and voluntary
consent to participate in this study. All selected hospitals provided online and personal
written consent for each health worker who agreed to participate. Data was collected
using an online self-report of demographic data, an emotional intelligence scale and a
general stress scale. We provide the link to access the research instruments through
the hospital representatives or head nurses to distribute to the health workers as
participating hospitals request. We offered a small token of appreciation for randomly
selected participants.

2.7. Data Analysis

Data were analyzed using SPSS for Windows version 22 software by performing nor-
mality tests using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov residual normality and linearity tests. The
hypothesis testing used simple linear regression to examine the role of emotional
intelligence towards stress levels.

3. RESULT

Ninety-two health workers from six selected hospitals participated in this study. The data
normality test was carried out with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov residual normality test and
showed two variables with a significant value of 0.142 (p > 0.05), indicating a normal
distribution. The linearity test showed a significance value of linearity deviation 0.830
(p > 0.05), indicating a linear relationship between the two variables. The following two
tables present the research findings.

Table 1 showed that most participants had normal (44.6%) to moderate (30.4%) stress
levels, and only 3.3% reported very high stress levels. Similarly, 75% of participants
included a moderate level of emotional intelligence.

Table 2 shows the linear regression results from no significant contributions between
emotional intelligence and stress among health workers in the referral hospitals for
Covid-19 (� = 0.095, p = 0.366). Therefore, the hypothesis is rejected.
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Table 2: Description of Variables.

Category Range N % M SD

Stress 8.23 5.37

Normal 0 – 7 41 44.6%

Low 8 – 9 13 14.1%

Moderate 10 – 14 28 30.4%

High 15 – 19 7 7.6%

Very high 20 – 22 3 3.3%

Emotional Intelligence

Low 0 – 55 10 10.9% 66.69 10.68

Moderate 56 – 77 69 75%

High 78 – 88 13 14.1%

Table 3: Regression of Emotional Intelligence and Stress Among Health Workers.

Model Unstandardized R R2 � F Sig (p)

Emotional Intelligence x
Stress

0.048 0.095 0.009 0.095 0.827 0.366

4. DISCUSSION

The findings of this study are different from past findings that explained the negative
influence between emotional intelligence and stress in health professionals, which
means that a lower level of emotional intelligence among health workers corresponds
to less susceptibility to stress [24] . Conversely, a higher level of emotional intelligence
corresponds to higher susceptibility to stress. Furthermore, emotional intelligence has a
higher role when health professional students have lower stress levels than when stress
levels are more acute [25]. This indicates that emotional intelligence will contribute to
stress differently in certain conditions. The difference in stress intensity of non-pandemic
compared to pandemic situations when both studies took place may contribute to
the inconsistent findings. During the Covid-19 pandemic, the underlying mechanism of
emotional intelligence buffering towards stress may be overwhelmed and go autopilot
due to the prolonged high intensity of stress.

The country’s economic and development status is also identified as environmental
situations hindering the correlation between emotional intelligence and stress. Employ-
ees in Iran explained that emotional intelligence tends to contribute more in developed
countries with more advanced cultures, work environments, and organizational health,
such as the United States, Canada, Australia, the United Kingdom, Spain and China than
in developing countries [26]. The more advanced environment may help employees to
focus more on understanding their emotions to reduce stress. Indonesia is included
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in the developing country group and affects our resources during the health crisis
response. The limited availability and access to health resources and facilities tend to
force cognitive short-circuited to solving problems rather quickly than giving meaning
to emotions was reported multiple times on the news across Indonesia. In addition, this
study was conducted between December 2021 and March 2022, when the incidence of
Covid-19 cases decreased and was more under control [27]. The sloping rate of Covid-19
cases shows that health workers have controlled various tensions during the pandemic
[28]. Therefore, the emotional intelligence mechanism to cope with high-intensity stress
may be less salient during the more manageable pandemic.

Other personal factors may offer a better explanation of preventing stress among
health workers during a health crisis. The transactional stress model explains that
stress response results from the interaction between the individual and the environ-
ment [29]. This view assumes that cognitive assessment is the primary process that
determines the stress response to a given situation by evaluating conditions for the
well-being of individuals [3]. Although this is in line with the process of the emotional
intelligence mechanism [30], the cognitive role may be more dominant in health workers
to understand the environment than giving meaning to emotions in response during
the pandemic.

The relationship between self-esteem, emotional intelligence, and empathy in med-
ical students explained that most participants with low self-esteem would be more
likely to be exposed to high stress than those with low emotional intelligence and
empathy [31]. A significant negative relationship also exists between self-esteem and
stress among nurses [32]. Self-esteem may be a better predictor for effective coping
with high-intensity stress during emergencies. Self-esteem is also identified as one of
the important predictors of adjustment to stress [29] and as the centre of a person’s
personality to perceive, experience, and motivate themselves [33]. Consequently, health
workers with high self-esteem may be more confident in dealing with various pressures
of responsibility and avoid anxiety or fear of negative evaluations in emergencies
[32]. There is a positive relationship between self-esteem and emotional intelligence
found in several studies, where individuals with high emotional intelligence will also
have high self-esteem to maximize the impact of both positive situations. Emotional
intelligence and self-esteem co-exist to influence each other and help to reduce stress
[30, 33]. Furthermore, the relationship between self-compassion and emotional intelli-
gence in nurses who worked directly with patients in the acute care system showed
a positive relationship between the two constructs [34], which means that compassion
and emotional intelligence are essential elements in coping with work and personal
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responsibilities among health workers [35]. Compassion is a predictor of cognitive
and emotional reactions providing information for individuals to regulate and accept
their negative emotions without forcefully rejecting or denying them, thus, protecting
individuals from incongruence emotions in a stressful condition [36]. Previous findings
on self-esteem and self-compassion explained that both play a role in stress levels in
health workers [31, 32, 34]. The possibility of a more dominant role of self-esteem or a
mediator role of emotional intelligence may better explain the underlying mechanism
of stress levels among health workers during the pandemic. Analogous to research
findings about compassion indicated the important influence onmanaging stress among
health workers, perhaps the increased level of compassion in the second year of the
pandemic helps them cope better with stress during the pandemic.

Social support may also moderate the relationship between emotional intelligence
and stress among health workers. Low levels of emotional intelligence in individuals with
low social support negatively affect individual’s stress levels and well-being [37,38]. Sim-
ilar findings in 385 individuals showed that emotional intelligence negatively influences
work stress if mediated by social support during the Covid-19 pandemic [39]. Emotional
intelligence is also a personal resource that facilitates individuals to seek or obtain
social support and is negatively associated with stress [40]. Nonetheless, emotional
intelligence remains a possible predictor of stress in health workers but is mediated or
moderated by other cognitive buffers, such as self-esteem, self-compassion, and social
support.

The limitation of this study is related to the time and pandemic situational constraints
in obtaining a research permit in the hospital significantly delayed the schedule. The
pandemic hampered clear communication and direct guidance during the online data
collection that might introduce careless responses from the participants. Furthermore,
the imbalance proportion of health workers able to participate in this study, with the
majority of women and nurses compared to other characteristics potentially introduces
bias to the results, which affects minority samples overpowered by the majority samples
for less accurate results [41]. Moreover, this study used DASS-21 and SEIS scales adapted
for the Indonesian general population rather than specifically targeting health workers
may not be able to measure both variables precisely.

5. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, no significant contribution between emotional intelligence and stress
levels in health workers during the Covid-19 pandemic. The implication of this study
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is to consider different underlying psychological mechanisms to cope with stress
between normal and crisis situations in healthcare settings. Socio-cognitive predictors
may enhance or diminish the role of personal predictors towards stress levels in
emergency situations. Future studies may want to include socio-cognitive predictors
as mediators or moderators between emotional intelligence and stress, such as self-
esteem, self-compassion, and social support. In addition, consider using instruments
accommodating the characteristics and situations of research subjects and expand the
scope of health workers participating in the study.
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